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Abstract. Integration of health information systems are crucial to advance the effective delivery of healthcare for individuals and communities across organizational boundaries. Semantic Web technologies may be used to connect, correlate, and integrate heterogeneous datasets spread over the internet. However, when working with sensitive data, such as health data, security mechanisms are needed. A scoping review of the literature was undertaken to provide a broad view of security mechanisms applied to, or along with, Semantic Web technologies that could allow its use with health data. Searches were conducted in the most relevant databases for the scope of this work. The findings were classified according to the main objective and features presented by each solution. Twenty-six studies were included in the review. They introduced mechanisms that addressed several security attributes, such as authentication, authorization, integrity, availability, confidentiality, privacy, and provenance. These mechanisms support access control frameworks, semantic and functional interoperability infrastructures, and privacy compliance solutions. The findings suggest that the application and use of Semantic Web technologies is still growing, with the healthcare area being particularly interested. The main security mechanisms for Semantic Web technologies, the key security attributes and properties, and the main gaps in the literature were identified, helping to understand the technical needs to mitigate the risks of handling personal health information over the Semantic Web. Also, this research has shown that complex and robust solutions are available to successfully address several security properties and features, depending on the context that the electronic health data is being managed.
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1. Introduction

In the current World Wide Web (WWW), most content is not easily accessible by machines, since it was made for human interpretation. The Semantic Web (SW) term was coined by Tim Berners-Lee and established by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), understood as an extension of the WWW that, besides of linking hypertext documents, can also recognize the information meaning and, through inference rules and ontologies, assist in knowledge management [7,61].

Integration of health information systems are crucial to advance the effective delivery of healthcare for individuals and communities across organizational boundaries [24]. In this sense, SW technologies can be used in open and sensitive contexts to connect, correlate, and integrate heterogeneous datasets spread over the Internet. However, when working with sensitive data, such as health data, security mechanisms are needed to protect it from unauthorized access.

Data leaks can cause harm in a variety of ways. A breach of security can result lives damage and in financial and legal consequences. For instance, improper handling of confidential data can violate government regulations, resulting in fines and other sanctions. Also, it may be a strong disincentive to data sharing initiatives among organizations [53]. In the case of health records, it usually represents the physical and/or mental condition of a patient. If security is breached, the disclosure of personal information may cause economic, social, and psychological potential harms [43].

Scoping reviews are useful when the purpose of the review is to identify knowledge gaps, scope a body of literature, and clarify concepts [42,49]. In this case, the main goal of this scoping review is to provide a broad view of security mechanisms applied to, or along with, SW technologies that could allow its use with health data, as well as to identify possible research gaps in existing literature, and key characteristics or factors related to security in the SW.

It is expected to bring to the readers and the SW community an overview of security approaches in use and key related concepts. In this way, the thematic can be easily introduced to the general public, entry-level professionals, and interdisciplinary researchers, while helping advanced practitioners to quickly find solutions for their need.

The next section introduces the necessary background knowledge for the review. The third section explains the research methodology. The fourth section reports the review results. The fifth section presents a discussion based on the findings. Finally, conclusions are drawn in the last section.

2. Background

This section presents the definition of the assets and terms used as the basis for the review.

Health data is the asset being handled and that needs to be protected. This relates to any information about the physical or mental condition of a person, or to the provision of health services to the individual [19,31]. Health data can be stored in paper or in an electronic format, demanding distinct security measures. Paper-based information needs to be safely stored in controlled climatic conditions and protected against unauthorized physical access. In turn, a patient's digital health repository, i.e., the electronic health records (EHR), must be stored and exchanged securely, and accessible by multiple authorized users [23]. These requirements are essential to the digitization of health services towards a greater coverage of care, but are not trivial to achieve mainly due to the heterogeneity of the medical terminology and computational non-standardized technologies.

The SW plays an important role in the integration of disparate EHR systems due to the capability of expressing the meaning of a given information, i.e., its properties and the complex relationships between different types of data, in a way that enables the interpretation of its meaning without worrying about its form of representation [55].

However, EHR systems must comply with interoperability standards, i.e., they must be able to communicate with other systems in a transparent and consistent way [26] (functional interoperability), as well as to understand the context and meaning of the data provided by another system (semantic interoperability) [21].

Yet, when handling health data across entities, access control and privacy related concerns usually arise. The terms Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability, also known as CIA triad, compose a base information security model to preserve the integrity and secrecy of stored or transmitted information [23].
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security term/feature</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>Data must be disclosed only for authorized personnel [23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>Ensures that no unauthorized deletion, modification or fabrication has been made to the data [62].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Data must be available when requested by authorized users and systems [29].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>Validation of the users’ identity [44].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptography</td>
<td>Verification of adequate access levels to handle data [56].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>Provides secure communications from outside observers [13].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provenance</td>
<td>Right of no intrusion over one’s personal information [22].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Confidentiality considers that the data is only available to authorized personnel and, therefore, must not be disclosed to people who do not require them or who should not have access to them [23]. Integrity refers to the certainty that the data has not been subject to unauthorized deletion, modification or fabrication, either intentional or unintentional, during the storage or transmission [62]. Availability requests that an information must be available whenever necessary in a timely and uninterrupted manner [29].

Authentication, authorization and cryptography mechanisms are used to validate user’s identity [44], verify if the user has a sufficient level of access to perform an action (e.g., access control for read and write operations) [56], and secure communications in insecure channels through protocols, algorithms and data encryption (e.g., to allow access only to the sender and the intended recipient) [13], respectively. They are essential components to guarantee the CIA triad and, therefore, provide a secure context to handle health information.

Finally, additional properties are desirable to increase the security level of a sensitive environment. Privacy control and provenance features allow system to comply with data protection regulations, e.g., the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [20]. Privacy is related to the right of no intrusion over one’s personal information [22], avoiding the disclosure of any identifiable data. Provenance refers to the origination or source of specified data, such as requests to personal information, supporting privacy requirements and traceability of data flows [45].

Table 1 summarizes the security terms and features.

The CIA triad, authentication, authorization and cryptography mechanisms, and resources designed to manage privacy and provenance are critical to an effective security strategy for individuals’ health information in the presence of deliberate or accidental threats and failures, as well as for risk management and information assurance practices.

Literature addresses security aspects related to the SW. Kirrane et. al. review the problems and solutions of privacy, security and policies with SW technologies [30]. Blanco et. al. presented a systematic review of security ontologies [8]. This work is focused only on ontologies and, therefore, leaves out solutions based on other SW technologies. There are specific reviews focused in the application of the SW in different areas, among others, Internet of Things [54], distance learning [5], and cloud computing [27], not evaluating security in depth.

3. Materials and methods

Scoping reviews are ideal to provide an overview of a given topic, as well as to determine its coverage and give a clear indication of the volume of literature and studies available [42]. The methodology is based on Arksey and O’Malley [4] and guidelines provided by the Joanna Briggs Institute [48], which recommend a five-stage framework for scoping review. In the following subsections, each stage will be detailed.

3.1. Stage 1: Identifying the objective and research questions

This scoping review aims to verify the existing contributions in the literature to answer the following research questions:

Q1. Which are the main mechanisms being applied to, or along with, SW technologies to protect health data?
Q2. Which key security properties are being addressed?
Q3. What are the knowledge gaps regarding security for health data handling through the SW?

3.2. Stage 2: Identifying relevant studies

In this stage, the search strategy, i.e., the selected databases and keywords, and the eligibility criteria for assessing each primary study were defined to carry out the search to narrow the studies.

**Search strategy** The following databases were searched: PubMed/MEDLINE, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, Scopus, Embase, Web of Science, ProQuest, and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. These databases are of the most relevant in the scope of the present work, covering health and technology-related topics. The search string was defined as follows:

```
health AND “semantic web” AND (security OR privacy OR “access control” OR integrity OR confidentiality OR cryptography)
```

**Eligibility criteria** Research papers, among others, full papers, reviews, and conference papers, and non-research studies, e.g., editorials, letters, in English language were included. The established time frame was from May 2001, when the term Semantic Web was first coined [7], to July 2021. Publications that do not refer to the keywords “health”, “semantic web”, and at least one security related term in the title or the abstract were excluded, as well as papers that present only proposals/non-implemented models or solutions not applied to the Semantic Web.

**Forward and backward searching** The reference list of each selected article was searched to identify additional relevant studies that may have been left out in the database search. Eligibility criteria were applied to those relevant manuscripts that were included iteratively in the search, resulting in an accurate result.

3.3. Stage 3: Study selection

Two investigators have independently screened each retrieved article based on title and abstract for eligibility. Then, the full text was retrieved, and the investigators have performed another round of review. Fruitful discussions with the research team resolved the two reviewers’ disagreements. Reviewers were not blinded to the journal’s title, study authors, or associated institutions.

Although not being a systematic review, the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) [41] flow diagram was used to better comprehend the study selection.

3.4. Stage 4: Charting the data

An extraction strategy was defined to capture relevant data from the selected studies. Data extracted must be enough to answer the research questions established in Stage 1. Table 2 indicates the type of data that were extracted from each included article.

3.5. Stage 5: Collating, summarizing and reporting the results

Since scoping studies seek to present an overview of all material reviewed [4], data were classified and presented in a table ordered by the category and by the year of publication. The table contains narrative content with data obtained in Stage 4. The narrative synthesis will seek to investigate similarities and differences between studies to explore patterns, themes, and relationships.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data extraction strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data to be extracted</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title, authors, publication type, year of publication, periodic/journal, aims/objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underlying mechanisms/technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security properties/features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits and limitations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Results

Initially, 303 articles were found in the selected databases and 8 were identified through other sources (total of 311 articles), of which 197 were selected after removing 114 duplicates. After screening the titles and abstracts, the number of articles was reduced to 47. However, a full-text assessment for eligibility excluded 21 additional articles because 3 studies were inaccessible (no free or institutional access) and 18 did not meet the eligibility criteria. Finally, 26 (47-21) studies were included in the review. For simplicity, the diagram does not show all iterative cycles performed that included the addition of new manuscripts found in the analysis of all reference lists.

The Fig. 1 shows the PRISMA flow diagram. Details of the selected studies are available as supplementary data.

According to the explored literature, research about security approaches to handle electronic health data through the Semantic Web has increased gradually since 2010. The results showed that the selected articles were published between 2005 and 2021, but the volume was higher between 2014 and 2019. Of the 26 included studies, there are 15 research articles, 10 conference papers and 1 editorial.

The following security attributes and features were addressed by the papers: authentication, authorization, integrity, availability, confidentiality, privacy, and provenance. Depending on the purpose of the solution, each study typically provides mechanisms to implement one or more of each attribute or features. Three categories were defined to classify the articles and reflect their objectives, namely Access Control (15 articles), Interoperability Infrastructure (3 articles), and Privacy Compliance (8 articles).

![Fig. 1. PRISMA flow diagram.](image-url)
4.1. Access control

Studies in this category mainly present authentication and/or authorization mechanisms. However, other features for confidentiality, privacy and provenance control are frequently available. All studies presented some authorization mechanism for health data integration through semantic web technologies [6,15,16,18,32,35,36,38,39,47,50–52,57, 60]. However, only a few have implemented additional features for authentication [16,18,36,38,51,57], confidentiality [16,18], privacy [16,18,39,47,52], and provenance [47]. No studies in this category have addressed integrity and availability features.

Liu and Wang introduced a fine-grained context-aware access model for Health Care and Life Sciences (HCLS) Linked Data [38]. The authors use Semantic Web technologies to allow publishers of Linked Data to define access conditions for their data by extending the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) with semantics. XACML rules define the policies and SWRL rules express semantic relations and inference problems. Automated decision making to permit or deny an access request is accomplished through inference processes based on the semantic relations among entities.

Li et. al. proposed a multi-layer authorization model that supports specifying and enforcing authorizations for pervasive healthcare delivery using Web Ontology Language (OWL) ontologies and semantic web technologies to conceptualize data and explicitly express the relationships among concepts and instances involved in information sharing [35]. The authorization model is composed of 4 layers, namely data/user, ontology, authorization, and application layers. Each layer handles a specific mechanism, such as data resources and organizations, concepts and relationships of objects, policies and rules, and the views, respectively. Authorizations can be specified at different levels of the predefined concept hierarchies and be propagated to lower-levels. Relying on ontology reasoning tools, the context dynamics must be encoded to enforce context-aware authorizations. Therefore, considering the source of the user’s request, the data resource, the concept trees, the mapped relationships, the concept-level policies, and the security rules, semantic reasoning is conducted to obtain context-aware authorizations.

Rahmouni et. al. described a mathematical formalism for mapping SWRL privacy rules to standard access control based on XACML policies to avoid runtime overheads related to the enforcement of SWRL rules on complex and heterogeneous architectures [51]. The authors used Semantic Web technologies, such as OWL and SWRL, to model privacy requirements defined in European and national data protection laws as privacy-aware access control policies. Through mathematical formalism, semi-automated mapping templates were established to transform the Semantic Web access control policies in XACML policies, a highly portable standard of access control. The solution could provide relatively easy interpretation of legislation at an operational level and the mapping of these ontologies to standard XACML policies could facilitate the implementation of SWRL rules in existing systems and complex environments.

Sun et. al. defined a Semantic based Access Control model (SAC) for e-Healthcare, which considers semantic relations among different entities in cloud computing environments, with the XACML standard to support description and management of distributed policies [57]. The SAC model extends role-based access control (RBAC) by considering the semantics of objects and associates permission with concepts instead of objects. The authors use ontologies for the RBAC security model and implement access control system in semantic web environment. An infrastructure was designed to enforce and evaluate authentication requests. The SAC performs queries to the semantic knowledge base in order to find attributes associated with subjects and objects and translates the request to the XACML format. Then, the XACML evaluates the request against an access control policy and sends the response to the requester.

Poulymenopoulou et.al. developed a security framework to provide discretionary role-based and context-aware access control services to read and update patients’ data through a mobile application, which shares the user context in the requests sent to the cloud-based application server [50]. An OWL domain ontology was created to represent context information, enable context sharing and context reasoning. SWRL rules were written to capture the relationships between subjects and object. By using the ontologies and the SWRL rules (semantic knowledge base), the access control mechanism interprets the context and uses an inferring engine to grant access rights to patients’ documents or to perform role changes for users (a user can move between permanent and temporary roles).

Yarmand et. al. proposed a flexible behavior-based access control for distributed healthcare systems [60]. The solution works by learning from the dynamic behavior of the user to determine access rights for clinical data.
Ontologies are applied to map input factors from different environments to a standard format for semantic interoperability and, therefore, not requiring changes in the security architecture of each organization. The behavior of the user is compared with the expected user behavior and a decision-making engine uses inference rules for reasoning to discover adequate privacy policies that should be applied for a user.

Dersingh et. al. propose a policy system to handle context and access management separately [15]. They extended the XACML language to demonstrate how contexts can be captured and represented semantically and integrated into an access control policy. The authors created an ontology to represent vocabularies (contexts) and compute context-based policies for access control. The contexts are acquired from a semantic knowledge base (a set of contexts/high-level domain vocabularies previously agreed) and the system suppresses user complexity of writing access control policies (rules) through the derivation of policies from the contexts. Finally, users' requests are evaluated by a proxy and confronted with the context-based policies (XACML request) to allow access to a given resource.

Lima et. al. introduced the implementation of authentication and authorization mechanisms in a semantic Application Programming Interface (API) – an API that produces responses in semantic formats, such as the JSON for Linking Data (JSON-LD) – based on access levels mapped to ontology properties, delivering granular access to a semantic tagged dataset [36]. This is a simple-but-robust mechanism to control which pieces of data a pre-authorized external system can retrieve from a semantic API. The solution allows granular access control to semantic annotated data, taking advantage of ontologies properties.

Kondylakis et. al. presents a novel access control mechanism to ensure the selective exposure of the patients' sensitive information [32]. The patient can provide electronic consent through a Personal Health Record (PHR) system for the use of him/her medical data system in different contexts. The patient monitors the access requests by the data consumers (e.g., doctors, nurses, insurance companies, etc.) and decides if data should be disclosed using a fine-grained access control. Instead of using standard annotation models, the solution relies on an abstract model to deal with the dynamics of the data and related accessibility. Data is associated with access labels (algebraic expressions and operators) and represented as a Resource Description Framework (RDF) data model to promote the interoperability among e-health systems and allow the protection of additional inferred information (along with explicit information). The algebraic expressions are interpreted in query time and, in events of consents' update or deletion, the costly redefinition of annotations for all triples in standard access control approaches is avoided.

Complementary, Papakonstantinou et. al. demonstrate the use of the abstract model presented in [32] through the Health Access Control Enforcement Application (HACEA), where a user can disclose specific data (e.g., tumor type and malignity) for specific purposes (e.g., commercial, non-commercial, funding, emergency, and research) [47].

Dixit et. al. established a framework that enables policy based multi-authority access authorization to Electronic Health Records (HER) systems using the Multi-Authority Attribute Based Encryption (MA-ABE) and Semantic Web technologies to provide a semantically rich approach to facilitate secure data sharing among organizations who manage different attributes of end users using a shared dataset [16]. The solution implements a secure access control mechanism for user authentication and a robust crypto module for data encryption in order to tighten security and privacy before moving the data out of the organization. Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) and a Multi-Authority EHR Ontology are used to carry out an access decision by matching the extracted attributes against the confidential access policies defined by an organization stored within the Policy unit in the form of SWRL rules. The use of a multi-authority/ontology and SWRL rules provide flexibility for a complex environment where attributes differ among organizations. Therefore, reasoning is useful to evaluate an access request.

Rahmouni et. al. presented an ontology-based approach to tackle conflicting privacy and ethical requirements between national regulations in European countries by relying on Semantic Web technologies, such as SWRL rules for specification and reasoning of access control policies [52]. The authors suggest a direct mapping from high-level legislation on privacy and data protection to operational-level privacy-aware controls. In this case, OWL and SWRL are used for the specification and reasoning of access control policies, as well as user and data categories (as defined in legislations) and data disclosure contexts (e.g., maps the purposes of a needed consent). The paper defines an architecture for the enforcement of these controls on access control models adopted in healthgrid security infrastructures. A unique privacy context mode is involved when only one record of data is subject to a sharing request. A multi-privacy context mode is involved when large amounts of data need to be shared.

Lu and Sinnott presented a semantic based access control framework to extend the XACML with semantic capabilities to support fine-grained access control and ensure that privacy leakage can be detected and prevented [39].
The authors combine techniques of data anonymity, access control (XACML), and data semantics to show how privacy preservation can be satisfied through specifying background knowledge and further restricting the access to certain data. According to the authors, the lack of semantic expressiveness is a barrier for finer-grained authorization. Therefore, the semantic framework includes policy formalization, compliance checking and knowledge discovery to prevent privacy risks with arbitrary linkages. To support semantic reasoning, policy vocabulary, domain knowledge and internal logic are mapped into ontological concepts. The mechanism of XACML systems is extended with Semantic Rules to achieve compliance checking between access requests and security policies. The proposed semantic framework has the potential to promote patient-centered healthcare, due to the possibility of accessing the complete historical information of the patient, including electronic health records stored in different health facilities.

Dridi et al. developed a platform for the semantization of the Internet of Things (IoT) in the medical and healthcare field, regarding interoperability and integration of heterogeneous data, data visualization and access controls mechanisms [18]. The Semantic Medical IoT platform is capable of receiving data from medical equipment, IoT devices and electronic health records through a semantic interoperability layer, which performs semantic annotation and data integration. To ensure the security and confidentiality of information, the platform defines new contract-based security policies and provides a set of mechanisms for user’s authentication and privacy control of personal health data. It is a comprehensive platform that deals with raw health data and transforms it into interpretable information (RDF format), while approaching security and privacy concerns.

Beimel and Peleg developed the SitBAC knowledge framework, a formal healthcare-oriented, context-based access control framework able to represent patient’s data-access scenario and perform inferences to either approve or deny access to data, based on OWL, a Description Logics (DL) reasoner and a SWRL engine [6]. The authors use ontologies defined in OWL to model Situation (scenarios) classes, formulating data-access rule classes. A set of data-access rule classes makes up the organization’s data-access policy. The SWRL engine is used to infer new knowledge and relations. Then, the DL reasoner is used for knowledge classification and for real-time realization of the incoming data-access request as a member of an existing Situation class to infer the appropriate response. The inferred response type can be approved or denied. The OWL-based SitBAC knowledge framework complies with the “need to know” principle for data disclosure, which means that data is disclosed only when it is strictly necessary for someone to conduct official duties.

4.2. Interoperability infrastructure

Studies have proposed more comprehensive architectures, capable of dealing with several of the security criteria mentioned above. These are generally more complex solutions, but they can support the functional and semantic interoperability of health data within a single framework.

Boniface and Wilken presented the ARTEMIS interoperability infrastructure for health information systems based on semantic web services and ontologies to broker between organizational policies [9]. The project delivers a complete architecture for functional, semantic and organizational interoperability, including security mechanisms for secure data exchange across organizations boundaries. Working as middleware, it can abstract the differences in security requirements (roles, clinical concepts and policies) and capabilities of each system through reasoning. The infrastructure enables the communication of standalone health information systems through mediation between semantic security and privacy policies, abstracting the differences in security requirements and capabilities of each system. The compatibility is achieved by using semantic web services and ontologies for reasoning of roles, clinical concepts and security policies.

Recently, Tiwari et al. proposed the Secure Semantic Healthcare (S3HC) framework to represent, integrate and securely exchange data collected by healthcare devices [59]. It is a robust framework that delivers a semantic infrastructure for data storing, integration, and querying. The authors use an ontology designed for transferring the collected data from the device to the knowledge base and vice versa. A healthcare ontology named HCIoTO was designed to transfer the collected data from the device to the knowledge base and vice versa. SWRL rules and SPARQL queries are used to represent the accuracy and correct semantic reasoning between patients and doctors. Several security layers are available, such as RDF Security, XML Security and secure communication protocols. The framework collects, integrates and stores data from connected devices. To protect the data security properties such
As confidentiality (encryption), integrity (hash functions), authentication (device identity verification), authorization (access policies), and availability are addressed. For patients, the main advantage is that the S3HC framework supports doctors in analyzing the collected vital signs and in providing an appropriate and secure service for them.

Lima et al. propose a framework for securing health data in a real-case scenario focused on tuberculosis data exchange over the Semantic Web [37]. The solution is flexible and provides several endpoints (SPARQL, GraphQL and APIs) for functional and semantic interoperability of tuberculosis data. The framework is based on hybrid cryptography—a combination of symmetric and asymmetric techniques for encryption and transmission of big data--; hash functions and ontologies. It implements a Security Layer to support authentication and authorization for semantic web services and a query endpoint, ensuring confidentiality, integrity and availability of the data during exchange events. In addition, endpoints for SPARQL and GraphQL queries are available, enabling the extraction of tuberculosis health data from a regional health information system. The solution relies on ontologies and a virtual triple store database to convert, in real-time, legacy data stored in relational databases to semantic formats, so only responses in semantic formats (e.g., JSON-LD and RDF) are sent to authorized requesters.

4.3. Privacy compliance

The concern with data confidentiality and personal privacy issues have been growing in the last years, driven by new regulations and laws. For patient health information, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) requires the creation of national standards to safeguard sensitive data from being disclosed without the patient’s consent or knowledge [2]. Also, the GDPR aims to protect natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data [20]. SW technologies can underpin existing solutions to comply with these legal requirements in distinct contexts through their mapping and modelling.

Boussi Rahmouni et al. presented an ontology-based approach for decision support regarding privacy in the sharing of patient data across European platforms through a SW application that can obtain privacy management guidelines for different entities in European countries involved in a data sharing process [10]. The authors use ontologies to model the required domain and context information about data sharing and privacy requirements and a set of Semantic Web Rule Language rules to reason about legal privacy requirements that are applicable to a specific context of data disclosure. A semantic web application is also available to provide decision support for clinicians to enhance privacy compliance. The application allows users to obtain privacy management guidelines for different entities in European countries involved in a data sharing process.

Alraja et al. developed an integrated solution for users (data owners) of IoT applications to enhance privacy protection in events of private data sharing with a data consumer by calculating privacy risks associated with that specific sharing and comparing them to the benefits to-be received, providing a list of risks and recommendations to allow the user to take a pragmatic and informed decision [3]. The authors use an inference model, based on the Semantic Web and its supporting technologies (e.g., domain ontologies expressed using OWL) to allow the user to determine the privacy risks incurred when some personal data elements are shared with a data consumer. The framework provides useful information about the data request, such as the type of data being requested, the data consumer, and the context of the patient. Also, other data elements and accessible information about the same user are gathered (for example, from public data sources) and combined. Finally, a list of risks and recommendations is provided to the data owner. The feasibility and the utility of the solution is demonstrated by applying it to a case-study from healthcare and real patients. Based on the inference capabilities of the Semantic Web, the user can take an informed decision about the risks and benefits of sharing the personal data. It is a simple and powerful framework for privacy protection in IoT environments.

Joshi et al. presented an OWL ontology to define the HIPAA stakeholders, as well as the privacy and security rules [28]. All concepts that have been specified in the act were defined, including business associates, covered entities (e.g., health care providers, health plans and clearing houses), personal health information, security safeguards, and administrative requirements. The ontology can be used by users to identify healthcare services that comply with the HIPAA regulations. Also, the ontology works as a guide to define security and privacy policies that should be implemented by the service provider to ensure HIPAA compliance.
Dong et al. defined a Circle of Care (CoC) ontology that specifies concepts and relations necessary to capture a patient’s circle of care and allows one to make inferences about who is in a patient’s circle of care and, therefore, can access a patient’s health records [17]. The proposed ontology and the easy integration with Health Level Seven International (HL7) FHIR supported EHRs is useful for explicit and implicit access consent. Access logs are annotated with the COC ontology and converted into an RDF dataset that can be queried using SPARQL queries to investigate if an individual is in the circle of care of a patient. The solution help to overcome shortcomings of RBAC systems (e.g., capturing the consent of patients) and patient-centric approaches (e.g., patients may not be computer-savvy enough or have the necessary knowledge to be able to set permissions).

Relying on domain ontologies, Can and Yılmazer introduced a privacy-aware provenance management model to detect privacy violations and query provenance data, enabling traceability of historical data [11,12]. To preserve patients’ privacy, the authors defined a healthcare provenance information system able to search for security violations based on access permissions defined by patients for their medical data. The solution relies on domain ontologies from different health fields to query, trace and protect sensitive data, as well as for the definition of access permissions.

Dao T.T. et.al. presented an approach to protect medical information using an asymmetric encryption algorithm with public and private keys, providing confidentiality for a semantic search engine to obtain Human Musculoskeletal System Resources (HMSR) information [14]. In their solution, Semantic web services process requests and a multi-agent crawler searches the World Wide Web (WWW) based on user-defined keywords. The search engine encrypts the results to protect medical information using a cryptography algorithm and a pair of keys. The user must use a private key to decrypt and read the search result.

Noor et. al. defined an Ontology for Detection of Attack on Genomic data (DAG) using semantic web technologies and a knowledge base of threats [46]. The system is able to analyze and validate incoming requests through inference rules. Incoming requests are parsed and potential attacks are compared with the information stored in the knowledge-base by inferring over the rules, and the system generates alerts upon detecting an attack. The ontology captures the context of attacks and threats on genomic data as well as potential consequences and the vulnerabilities exploited by these attacks for further analysis and to conduct mitigation actions.

Lastly, Celdrán et. al. proposed the h-MAS tool, a privacy-preserving multi context-aware solution, which allows users to choose profiles (e.g., privacy policies) to manage when, where, how, and to whom their private information can be revealed [25]. These profiles are specific to the context in which users are located, aimed to protect the privacy of their personal information, which can be modified by adding, modifying, or deleting its policies according to his/her interests. Information about users and contexts is represented by ontologies defined in OWL 2 and privacy policies are expressed in SWRL. Reasoning is performed to decide if a given information can be disclosed. The reasoner receives the ontological models generated by the Jena API [58] and applies SPARQL queries to obtain the requested information.

5. Discussion

5.1. Overview of the different categories

In the articles in the Access Control category, although some works involve privacy control, this is done in the context of a broader mechanism that, through access policies based on rules and semantics, allows inferring whether a given agent has the necessary access rights, thus guaranteeing the privacy of individuals. The solutions usually work as a bridge between classical approaches for access control and SW technologies, but, usually, are complex to implement in existing health information systems.

On the other hand, articles in the Privacy Compliance category propose approaches focused on guaranteeing privacy by mapping requirements (e.g., laws and regulations) through models and ontologies, and they do not present a complete set of tools for access control.

In turn, the studies classified as Interoperability Infrastructure are more comprehensive as they provide tools that span the previous two categories through a complete infrastructure for functional and semantic health data interoperability.
In health, protecting data confidentiality is crucial. In Dao et al. [14], asymmetric encryption is performed, which deals with the problem of safely distributing the decryption key. Although the authors did not define access control mechanisms, they have demonstrated that using cryptography in sensitive contexts is an efficient way to ensure confidentiality and protect data from non-authorized readers, because only those in the possession of a decryption key are able to read the message. However, it is not clear how the authors deal with the amount of data that can be encrypted, due to limitations in the asymmetric cryptography [40], which may be a concerning factor to deal with big data.

Several studies share the same underlying technologies to deliver their solutions, including OWL/ontologies (all studies), SWRL [10,15,16,25,38,39,46,50–52], RDF [17,18,32,37,47,59], SPARQL [17,37,59], XACML [15,38,39,51,57], Jena [25,36,37,46], Semantic APIs/Web Services [9,36,37], and Internet of Things (IoT) devices [3,18,59]. It demonstrates the flexibility of SW tools to allow the implementation of security mechanisms to protect sensitive data and still enable the interoperability and integration of such data. The semantic web may act as a bridge for the joint use of semantic technologies with classical ones, such as web services/APIs, XACML, and MA-ABE. Furthermore, it was observed that the use of these technologies in IoT devices is feasible to allow the traffic of sensitive data (e.g., personal health information), captured by these devices and safely transmitted over the internet.

5.2. General recommendations and opportunities for future research

The research questions previously defined were satisfactorily answered. The security mechanisms for SW technologies, the key security attributes and properties, and the knowledge gaps in the literature were identified, helping to understand the technical needs to mitigate the risks of handling personal health information over the SW, and, ultimately, enabling the semantic interoperability and integration of such data.

The findings suggest that the main gaps in the literature refer to the absence of a complete computational architecture able to cover all the desired security properties in environments that handle sensitive data through the SW, and the high complexity of implementing existing solutions that, in most of the times, demand non-trivial changes in health information systems that were not initially developed considering the need of semantics.

Although the articles classified in the Interoperability Infrastructure category in this research may touch on those issues, they may represent a disincentive for the use of SW technologies to promote interoperability and semantic integration of health data due to the level of complexity involved in their implementation. In this sense, the development of a plug-and-play comprehensive solution that could be offered as a service by trusted and secure cloud computing providers, as suggested by Alraja et al. [3], could be a way to simplify the implementation of security mechanisms in SW contexts.

Ideally, confidentiality, privacy and provenance mechanisms should coexist in favor of an in-depth privacy compliance solution for health data handling. However, no study has presented a solution that considers all these mechanisms together. That way, administrators must combine different solutions to achieve a minimum level of reliability, while new solutions should be developed considering the requirements for a privacy compliance tool.

Despite of not being designed for the Semantic Web, industry standards may reduce the impact of implementing security and semantic features. For instance, the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) non-profit organization offers several profiles for security and privacy control (e.g. Document Encryption and Audit Trails) [1], while the HL7 FHIR defines exchange protocols and content models to be used with security protocols (e.g. Digital Signatures and Authentication) [33,34]. In this case, a framework could be useful to drive the development of SW applications and accelerate the adoption of SW technologies by combining them with industry standards.

5.3. Limitations of the study

This study presents some limitations. Although a satisfactory number of articles were selected, the inclusion and exclusion criteria restricted the scope and the possible applicability of Semantic Web technologies and the associated security mechanisms, due to the interest of seeking for solutions applied into the health field. Additionally, no quality appraisal was performed.

According to the methodology, articles that do not include the keyword “semantic web” in the title or the abstract were excluded. In some cases, this term might be missing or masked.
Therefore, the aforementioned limitations may impact the literature coverage (non-exhaustive search due to the focus on health and masking of terms) and the possible selection of low-quality studies (lack of quality assessment). To mitigate it, the list of references of each selected article was searched to identify potential important studies for inclusion and, finally, future works may include research carried out in other areas, as well as perform comparisons between them.

6. Conclusions

In this research, the literature was explored to obtain a broad view of security approaches applied to the SW for electronic health data handling. The findings have shown that complex and robust solutions are available to successfully address several security properties and features, depending on the context that the electronic health data is being managed.

Although the Semantic Web paradigm was coined in 2001, the results suggest that the application and use of SW technologies is still growing, with the healthcare area being particularly interesting due to the SW inference capabilities for records linking and derivation of access policies. However, the complexity of a given solution tends to increase as more SW technologies and tools are incorporated, which can be seen as a disadvantage mainly for existing solutions not initially designed for the SW.

Even though this research was motivated by the healthcare scenario and involved the management of sensitive data, the SW is domain independent, since an adequate basis is available for its implementation (e.g., specific ontologies). The publishing of open linked data through the SW usually does not demand complex security mechanisms, but the security approaches identified in this study may be adapted to other scenarios that intend to use SW with sensitive data.

Finally, the SW community, academics, and beginners and advanced web professionals may take advantage of the findings of this work as an introductory material or to endorse the use of SW technologies in the health area.
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